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Ocean Avenue & Ocean Avenue Elite

Combining a hot look in tile—the 12x24 rectangle … with a surging category—resilient! 

Ocean Avenue resilient tile is exclusive, offering designs found only in this collection. 
There are both formal and casual styles—all in great colors that are so versatile, there’s 
sure to be one that works well with your existing flooring and surfaces. Glue-down 
installation, no grout needed.

Features

Colors

Specifications

246 Bayview

111 Casanova

702 Monte Verde

519 Mission

272 Santa Lucia

547 Camino Real

239 Carmelo

137 San Carlos

748 Juniper

Style  5M200
 Elite  5M201 

Size  12" x 24"
Thickness  2.5mm 

Wear Layer 5M200 12 mil 
 5M201 20 mil 

Finish 12 mill Opticlean Urethane
 20 mil ArmourBead

Installation Adhesive full spread

This Shaw product can be installed 
above, on or below ground level.

Installation Grade

• 3 visuals in 3 colors each:

• Visuals—stained concrete, natural 
stone, and marble

• Colors (both trending and 
traditional)—rich browns, cool 
greys, and warm neutrals

This Shaw Luxury vinyl is 
warranted not to stain or 
wear through, will not fade 
as a result of direct sunlight 
or artificial light and will resist 
water damage under normal 
use conditions for 25 years.

This Shaw Luxury vinyl carries 
a 7 year commercial warranty.

5M200 12 mil
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Array's easy to clean surface 
that offers additional stain 
resistance.

5M201 20 mil

This Shaw Luxury vinyl is 
warranted not to stain or 
wear through, will not fade 
as a result of direct sunlight 
or artificial light and will resist 
water damage under normal 
use conditions for 30 years.

This Shaw Luxury vinyl carries 
a 10 year commercial warranty.

Wear layer that offers 
astounding performance 
and is up to 5 times more 
durable than typical 
polyurethane surface.
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